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Model-based experimental design and parameter estimation, coupled with in situ infrared and
laser backscattering instrumentation, was applied to the cooling crystallization of a drug
compound to construct a model for use in the design of an optimal operating procedure. Because
the model was constructed completely from in situ sensor data, with no sampling procedures,
the amount of pharmaceutical compound required for batch process development was significantly
reduced. Modeling issues involving the selection of the expressions for the supersaturation and
nucleation rate, as well as the electronics mode in the laser backscattering instrument, were
explored. All but one of the kinetic parameters from the gray-box model constructed using laser
backscattering data were close to the kinetic parameters for a first-principles model constructed
from data from off-line particle size measurements. The model was used to design batch operating
procedures to minimize nucleation and maximize the sharpness of the crystal size distribution.
This appears to be the first time that the procedure of model-based experimental design,
parameter estimation, model selection, and optimization has been applied to the crystallization
of a pharmaceutical, as well as the first time that this procedure has been applied to a
crystallization process that forms loosely bound aggregates.

1. Introduction

Crystallization is an important purification and isola-
tion step in the production of bulk pharmaceuticals.
Batch crystallization is widely used in industry, with a
large proportion of the processes being seeded. The
crystallization kinetics must be determined experimen-
tally before systematic design of a crystallization process
and computation of optimal operating conditions and
control procedures can be performed. Current ab initio
techniques are unable to determine the kinetics ac-
curately, and thus, the kinetic parameters must be
estimated experimentally. Because of the diverse chemi-
cal and physical properties of pharmaceutical com-
pounds and the large number of factors that affect
crystal product quality [e.g., which are specified in terms
of characteristics of the crystal size distribution (CSD),
which affects filtration times, flowability, bioavailability,
tabletting characteristics, etc.], a combination of trial-
and-error testing and empiricism is typically applied.
This empirical approach consumes significant resources
and time, and the results and conclusions are generally
case-specific. Large amounts of resources and experi-
mental time are spent for each compound in order to
address the various factors (e.g., seed characteristics,
temperature profiles) that can potentially impact the
crystallization process. In the pharmaceutical industry,
it is highly desirable to bring a crystal product to large-
scale production as quickly as possible. It is also
essential to be able to design an optimized large-scale

process utilizing the smallest amount of materials, as
the pharmaceutical is available only in limited quanti-
ties during the development of the process.

To minimize the time and resources needed for
process development, we explore an alternative to the
empirical approach used in pharmaceutical crystalliza-
tion. We propose the use of model-based experimental
design (MBED), parameter estimation, model selection,
and process optimization1-4 implemented on an experi-
mental system in which all sensors are in situ. Advan-
tages of developing a model are that (1) models are
needed to move pharmaceutical crystallization from an
art to a science/engineering task, (2) the iterative
process of constructing a model increases process un-
derstanding, and (3) models enable a systematic inves-
tigation of the effects of different seeding strategies and
nonideal mixing through simulations (see ref 5 and
references therein). MBED minimizes the number of
experiments required to construct a sufficiently accurate
model. This is achieved by finding experimental condi-
tions (seed characteristics and supersaturation profile)
that optimize the information content of the data. The
accuracy of the model parameters is quantified by a
confidence hyperellipsoid (the generalization of the
confidence interval used in the single-parameter case)
whose size is a function of the information content of
the data used in the parameter estimation procedure.
In parameter estimation, the sum of squared errors
between the model predictions and the measured vari-
ables is minimized. Both the parameter estimation and
MBED procedures are written in terms of optimization
problems. This approach is built upon models that
utilize the information contained in the large quantity
of data collected through in situ infrared and laser
backscattering sensors. Because a large amount of data
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is collected and exploited within each batch experiment,
this procedure can estimate a crystallization model
within a few experiments. Then, the model can be used
to predict and optimize the desired crystal product
quality by manipulating the seed characteristics and
supersaturation profile.

2. Experimental System and Optimization
Objective

As shown in Figure 1, the experimental apparatus
consisted of a 5-L jacketed crystallizer with an external
recirculation loop and three on-line immersion mea-
surement probes. In situ measurements of the infrared
spectra were collected using an ASI Applied System
ReactIR 1000 FTIR spectrophotometer with an attenu-
ated total reflection (ATR) immersion probe. The FTIR
spectra were collected in the range 650-4000 cm-1. The
infrared spectra were related to the solute concentration
using robust chemometrics.6 Chord length distribution
(CLD) measurements were collected every 2 min using

a Lasentec focused-beam reflectance measurement
(FBRM, model D600L) instrument, where the chord of
a particle is defined as the distance across a particle as
observed by optics collecting backscattered light from a
laser crossing the particle. In addition, in situ images
of the slurry were acquired using a Lasentec particle
vision microscopy (PVM, model 700L) instrument. The
batch vessel was equipped with an overhead four-
pitched-blade agitator. The temperature was controlled
using a HAAKE C50 water/glycol temperature bath and
was measured using a temperature probe attached to
the FTIR spectrophotometer.

A typical crystallization procedure follows: The crys-
tallizer was charged with appropriate amounts of
toluene and a Cox-2-specific inhibitor drug candidate.
Both milled and unmilled seeds were available for use.
After charging, the batch temperature was raised to 60
°C so that all crystals dissolved. The temperature was
kept at 60 ° for 1 h to ensure that no crystals were
present. Then, the temperature was reduced to 50 °C.
The crystallizer was seeded with appropriate amounts
of milled or unmilled seed. Then, the batch was cooled
to 20 °C over a specific amount of time. The experimen-
tal conditions and constraints used in the study are
listed in Table 1.

In this study, the objective was to select seed char-
acteristics and a temperature profile that optimized a
characteristic property of the product crystals while
satisfying constraints on the cooling rate, quantity of
seed crystals, duration of crystallization, and yield. The
subsequent sections describe the crystallization model,
sensor technologies, the model-building and optimiza-
tion approach, and results and discussion.

3. Crystallization Model
It was assumed that the crystallizer was well-mixed,

that is, there were no spatial variations of the states of
the crystallizer (temperature, solute concentration, and
crystal size distribution). It was also assumed that the
crystallization procedure was dominated by nucleation
and growth phenomena (an assumption regarding ag-
gregation will be discussed later). The growth rate of
crystals was assumed to be independent of size. Such
assumptions are common in the industrial crystalliza-
tion literature.7 The population balance for a batch
crystallizer is8

where f(L,t) is the population density function, G(S;θg)

Figure 1. Experimental setup.

Table 1. Experimental Conditions and Constraints

variable name value units

msolvent mass of solvent 3800 g
Fc crystal density 1.41 g/cm3

L0 nucleated crystal size 0a µm
C0 initial concentration 0.197 g of solute/g of solvent
Csat saturation concentration 0.0845T2 + 2.3547T + 64.224 g of solute/g of solvent
kv volumetric shape factor 1.8
Tmax maximum T constraint 50 °C
Tmin minimum T constraint 20 °C
Rmax maximum temperature gradient 0, 15, 20 °C/h
Rmin minimum temperature gradient -15, -20 °C/h
mseed,max maximum seed mass as a percentage

of the total mass in solution
6% g

mseed,min minimum seed mass as a percentage
of the total mass in solution

1% g

a Essentially the same results are obtained with L0 set to a realistic nonzero value.

∂f(L,t)
∂t

+ G(S;θg)
∂f(L,t)

∂L
) B(S,f;θb) δ(L - L0) (1)
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is the growth rate of the crystal along the characteristic
dimension, B(S,f;θb) is the nucleation rate of crystals,
θg and θb are sets of growth and nucleation parameters,
L is the characteristic dimension, L0 > 0 is the charac-
teristic size for nucleating crystals, S is the supersatu-
ration, and δ(‚) is the delta function. The initial condi-
tion for the population balance is given by the population
density function of the seed crystals f(L,0) ) f0(L).
Assuming that there is no mechanism of producing
crystals of size L0 ) 0 and that the initial distribution
does not have crystals of size L ) 0, the boundary
condition is f(0,t) ) 0, ∀t ∈ [0, ∞).

The two common expressions for supersaturation used
in the literature are the relative supersaturation S )
(C - Csat)/Csat and the absolute supersaturation S ) C
- Csat. The population balance equation can be con-
verted into the following set of differential equations by
multiplying both sides of eq 1 by Lj for j ) 0, 1, 2, ...,
and integrating each term from 0 to ∞9

where the jth moment is defined as

and the population density function is in units of
particle number per unit length per unit solvent mass.
The product quality objectives (described in section 5)
are computed from µ0 to µ3. The moment µ4 was also
simulated because it was used to compare model predic-
tions to FBRM data.

A separate set of differential equations was solved for
the seed crystals4

where µ′j represents the moments of the seed crystals.
Thus, one set of equations (eqs 2) tracks the moments
of all crystals in the slurry (both nucleated and seed
crystals), and the other set (eqs 4) tracks the moments
of the crystals grown from the initial seed crystals. The
separate set of equations for the seed crystals allows
for the computation of the ratio of the crystal mass
grown from nuclei to the crystal mass grown from seed,
which quantifies the total amount of nucleation occur-
ring in the crystallizer.3,4 Minimizing the nucleated-to-
seed mass ratio is consistent with the commonly used
design objective of minimizing the total amount of
nucleation that occurs during the batch run.10 The
initial conditions necessary to solve the set of equations
both for µj and µ′j are given by the moments of the seed
crystals. The initial moments of the seed crystals are
calculated from the FBRM measurements immediately
after seeding. The usual simplification is made that the
nucleated crystals are of negligible size (L0 ) 0).7,9

Inserting realistic nonzero values for L0 gives essentially
the same moments and solute concentration predictions,
because the terms that contain L0 in the moment

equations (e.g., in the second line of eqs 2) are many
orders of magnitude smaller than the rest of the terms
in the equations. The nucleation term appears in the
equation for the zeroth moment (i.e., see the first line
of eqs 2), which affects the rest of the ODEs as they are
directly or indirectly dependent on the zeroth moment.

The solute mass balance is4

where C is the solute concentration in units of mass of
solute per unit mass of solvent, Fc is the crystal density,
and kv is the volumetric shape factor. The initial
condition for the solute concentration is its value at the
seeding point. For the case where the crystals are
modeled as having two independent growth axes, two-
dimensional moments of the crystals are used8,11

and the corresponding set of moment equations are

where L01 and L02 are the characteristic width and
length of nucleating crystals and G1 and G2 are the
growth rates along each of the characteristic dimen-
sions.

Various expressions for the growth rate kinetics have
been proposed.9,12 Most of these mechanisms predict
that the growth rate is independent of crystal size, an
idea that is attributed to McCabe and is termed the ∆L
law. This study assumes a size-independent growth rate
G ) kgSg, where kg and g are kinetic parameters to be
estimated, as has been observed in a large number of
systems in the literature.7,9 The parameter g can be
between the values of 1 and 2 depending on the rate-
limiting steps in the crystal growth mechanism.9 This
study also makes the common assumption that the
temperature dependence of the kinetic parameters is
negligible.7,9 The same moments methodology can be
employed for crystal growth rates that depend affinely
on size,8,9 and the same parameter estimation approach
applies to systems with a significant temperature
dependence of the growth rate. For crystallization in
which there are two independent growth dimensions,
the growth rate kinetics are described by G1 ) kg1Sg1

and G2 ) kg2Sg2 along the two characteristic dimensions.
In general, nucleation is classified into two categories,

primary or secondary, for nucleation in the absence and
in the presence of crystals, respectively. Here, secondary
nucleation from crystal surfaces is considered, because
it is the dominant mechanism in most seeded crystal-
lizers. The two most common expressions for the sec-
ondary nucleation rate are B ) kbSbµ2 and B ) kbSbµ3,
where kb and b are nucleation parameters to be esti-
mated.9 The parameter b is usually observed experi-
mentally to be between 1 and 3.9 An expression for the
nucleation rate for the two-dimensional case is B )
kbSbµ2,1, given that L1 is the smallest characteristic
dimension.11

dµ0

dt
) B

dµj

dt
) jGµj-1 + BL0

j , j ) 1, 2, ... (2)

µj ≡ ∫0

∞
Ljf(L,t) dL (3)

dµ′0
dt

) 0

dµ′j
dt

) jGµ′j-1, j ) 1, 2, ... (4)

dC
dt

) -Fckv(3Gµ2 + BL0
3) (5)

µij ≡ ∫0

∞∫0

∞
L1

iL2
jf(L1,L2,t) dL1 dL2 (6)

dµ00

dt
) B

dµij

dt
) iG1µ(i-1)j + jG2µi(j-1) + BL01

iL02
j, i + j > 0 (7)
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The pharmaceutical under investigation forms loosely
bound aggregates, as shown in the in situ image taken
using PVM (see Figure 2). According to manufacturer
documentation from Lasentec,13 for sufficiently loosely
bound aggregates, the FBRM instrument predominantly
measures the chords of the individual crystals in the
aggregates, rather than chords across the entire ag-
gregates. This assertion was supported by the observa-
tion that the average size of the individual crystals
measured using the FBRM instrument was within
measurement variations of the average size of the
individual crystals observed using the PVM instrument.
Off-line optical microscopy images also supported this
hypothesis. A sample of product slurry was collected at
the end of a batch, filtered, and measured under an
optical microscope. The average and maximum sizes of
the individual particles in the product aggregates were
within measurement variations of the average and
maximum chords measured by FBRM. In contrast, the
average and maximum sizes of the product aggregates
were much larger (approximately a factor of 5) than the
average and maximum chords measured by FBRM. A
more detailed comparison of the FBRM data with the
size of individual crystals in the aggregates is given in
section 6.

The aforementioned equations for the population
density function (eq 1) and the moment equations can
be applied to an aggregating system, provided that the
population density is defined for the individual crystals
in the aggregates. In contrast, additional integral ag-
gregation terms would need to be included in eq 1 if
the population density function of the aggregates were
being modeled.9 This focus on the modeling of the
individual crystals greatly simplifies the modeling of the
system. This simplification is necessary if a model is to
be developed from a small number of experiments using
existing in situ sensors, as there are no in situ sensors
on the market that can measure the number of indi-
vidual particles in loosely bound aggregates and ac-
curately measure the mass or size of such aggregates.
Without this information, it is not possible to identify
the integral terms used to model aggregation (in con-
trast, it is possible to identify the aggregation kernels
in a simplified laboratory system if the aggregates/
agglomerates are bound tightly enough to be roughly
spherical9). Therefore, the approach taken here provides
no information on the number of individual crystals in
or the size or mass of the aggregates. Also, this approach
should be considered only for loosely bound aggregates,
in which the individual crystals retain most of their

external surface area, without significant surface area
being “covered up” by adjoining particles.

As in the modeling of any reasonably complex system,
various assumptions are made that have various de-
grees of accuracy. For example, some crystallizations
have size-dependent growth kinetics and/or growth
dispersion.9,14 Some crystals have an inherent growth
rate depending on the origin of their nuclei, where
crystals with a greater number of initial dislocations will
grow faster. The predictive ability of the model and the
magnitude of the confidence intervals on the kinetic
parameters (whose computation is discussed in section
5) are used to determine whether the assumed kinetic
expressions, as well as other model assumptions, are
consistent with the experimental observations. Large
confidence intervals on the kinetic parameters, that
persist after several batch experiments have been
conducted, would suggest that poor assumptions had
been made in the model.15

4. Sensor Technologies and Gray-Box Modeling

In situ or “in-process” sensors do not require sampling
of the crystal slurry during the crystallization process.
This reduces the amount of pharmaceutical needed for
each batch experiment, which is an important consid-
eration when a limited amount of pharmaceutical is
available during the early stages of process develop-
ment. The trend in the pharmaceutical industry is to
move to smaller crystallizers for early-stage studies,
increasing the effects of sampling on the crystallizer.
Also, sampling always affects the sample itself, so that
it is not completely representative of the bulk slurry.

For this study, FTIR spectral data were used to infer
the solute concentration,6 and FBRM data provided size
information throughout the batch. Inferential modeling
was used to construct a calibration curve to relate the
FTIR spectra to the solute concentration, using proce-
dures described elsewhere.16-18 The calibration curves
are determined off-line, using a small number of samples.

FBRM measures the CLD, which is not the same as
the crystal size distribution (CSD),19 although the
moments of the CLD can be correlated to important
downstream process characteristics. For example, it has
been shown that various moments of the CLD are
correlated with the filtration resistance and the filtra-
tion time of the slurry16 and that chord length measure-
ments of aggregates in suspension correlate with rheo-
logical behavior (the yield stress) of the suspension.20

In a pulp and paper application,21 the FBRM technique
was used for wet-end optimization at an uncoated
woodfree paper mill and web break prediction at a
corrugated board mill.

The particle size distribution (PSD) can be computed
from the CLD, under certain assumptions including that
the particle shape is known.19,22 There are several
methods for estimating the PSD from the CLD for
spherical particles.23,24 The effect of the surface rough-
ness can be taken into account, which can be an
important consideration for particles with surface ir-
regularities.23 For other systems, the square-weighted
chord length was found to be comparable to laser
diffraction, sieving, and electrical sensing zone analysis
over the range of 50-400 µm.25

Although the aforementioned methods have success-
fully estimated the PSD from the CLD for some systems,
the theory behind these methods require many assump-
tions, including that the particles perfectly backscatter

Figure 2. PVM image of slurry taken in-process during batch
crystallization.
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light at all angles and that all particles have a known
shape. Although these assumptions are true for many
particulate systems (such as round polymer beads with
a rough surface in water at low-to-moderate solids
densities23), the assumptions are not accurate for other
particulate systems (such as droplets that have poor
backscattering properties). For some systems, unmod-
eled factors such as the optical properties of solids and
solvents, as well as positioning of the probe in relation
to the surrounding flow, can significantly affect the
CLD,22 which, in turn, significantly affects the estimated
PSD. The time and the available quantity of pharma-
ceutical compound are typically quite limited in the
early-stage design of the batch crystallization process,
which limits the ability to carry out the investigative
studies needed to verify the assumptions and to deter-
mine the effects of nonideality of the assumptions on
the accuracy of the estimates of the PSD from the CLD.
Also, the proper technique for computing the PSD from
the CLD when the underlying assumptions of the
methods do not hold is still an open problem.

An alternative approach applicable in the early-stage
design of pharmaceutical crystallization processes is to
use the low-order moments of the CLD directly, without
first converting the CLD measurement to a PSD esti-
mate. This approach replaces the first-principles model
for the PSD with a gray-box model for the CLD, in which
the structure of the first-principles model for the low-
order moments of the PSD is used to parametrize the
low-order moments for the CLD. Gray-box modeling is
in contrast to black-box modeling approaches such as
finite impulse response and dynamic artificial neural
network models, which typically ignore first principles
in their parametrization of the process dynamics. Gray-
box models are commonly used in process control, as
they have lower data requirements and some of the
improved extrapolation capability of first-principles
models without requiring all of the information needed
to construct a first-principles model.26 The reasoning
behind this particular gray-box model is that the map-
ping between the CLD and the PSD is static (most of
the aformentioned mapping methods assume that the
mapping is actually linear), so the low-order moments
of the CLD should follow the same dynamic trends as
the low-order moments of the PSD. As with any model,
its applicability is assessed by quantifying the accuracy
of the kinetic parameters and its predictions (as dis-
cussed in ref 15 and references therein). If the gray-
box model is a poor parametrization of the low-order
moments of the CSD, then it will be impossible to obtain
small confidence intervals on the kinetic parameters
because of model bias errors. If the gray-box model is a
good parametrization, then it will be possible to obtain
small confidence intervals on the kinetic parameters
and good predictions (see, for example, eq 5.8.12 of ref
15 and the associated discussion).

5. Background on Model Building and
Optimization

The overall procedure consists of model-based experi-
mental design (MBED),27-29 inferential modeling, pa-
rameter estimation,15,30-33 model selection, and optimi-
zation as the fundamental tasks. MBED and parameter
estimation are repeated until the parameter estimates
are sufficiently accurate. These kinetic parameters are
incorporated into a model and used to design a batch
operating procedure that optimizes product quality.

For the design of the first experiment, the user
provides an initial guess of the kinetic parameters. If
no such parameters are available, the user can follow
the existing crystallization procedure as the first experi-
ment, provided that this experiment exhibits sufficient
dynamic behavior. The kinetic parameters are estimated
from the measurements of the solute concentration and
moments by minimizing the differences between the
model predictions and measurements28,34

where θ is the set of the parameters to be estimated,
yij

meas represents the measurements, yij
model represents

the model predictions, Nm is the number of measured
variables, Nd is the number of sampling instances, and
wij is a weighting factor. Under mild assumptions, the
best value for wij is the inverse of an estimate of the
error variance σi

2, where σi is the standard deviation
for the error in the ith measurement. The error vari-
ances are typically selected to account for deviations due
to measurement inaccuracies and small levels of model
inadequacy (e.g., see page 181 of ref 15). For the first
parameter estimation, σi is set to the standard deviation
of the actual measurement. A set of parameters was
estimated by solving the optimization problem in eq 8,
and the standard deviation σi for the error in the ith
measurement was also estimated for each measure-
ment. These new values of standard deviation σi for the
error in the ith measurement were fed to the parameter
estimation problem and the optimization problem was
solved again. The iterative procedure was repeated until
no significant difference between the given and esti-
mated standard deviations was detected.

Confidence intervals for each parameter were com-
puted. Briefly, the approximate 100(1 - R)% confidence
region is the hyperellipsoid defined by

where Vθ is the parameter covariance matrix, θ is the
true value of the parameter (unknown), θ* is the
estimate of the parameter, øNp

2 is the chi-squared
distribution with Np degrees of freedom, and Np is the
number of parameters. Estimates of the confidence
intervals are computed from the diagonal elements of
the parameter covariance matrix.15 Once the param-
eters and confidence intervals have been estimated, a
decision is made as to whether the accuracy of the
parameters is adequate. If the confidence intervals on
the parameters are large, the user proceeds to MBED,
which is posed as an optimization problem7,15,35,36

subject to the constraints on the experimental procedure
(see Table 1) and the crystallization model described in
section 3. This optimization computes experimental
conditions to minimize the volume of the confidence
ellipsoid on the parameters, which is inversely propor-
tional to the determinant of Vθ

-1.27 The optimization
problem was solved by sequential quadratic program-
ming,37,38 with the temperature profile parametrized by
a finite number of linear segments.

min
θ

∑
i)1

Nm

∑
j)1

Nd

wij[yij
meas - yij

model(θ)]2 (8)

(θ - θ*)TVθ
-1(θ - θ*) ) øNp

2(R) (9)

min(volume of confidence ellipsoid} )
max[det(Vθ

-1)] (10)
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In this study, the experimental design variables were
the temperature profile and seed load, with the seed
distribution modeled by a quadratic function. The lower
bound of seed load of 3% was selected on the basis of
current operations. Very small seed loads lead to opera-
tions problems, in which fluctuations in temperature or
shifts in the solubility curve can cause all of the seed
crystals to dissolve, leading to uncontrolled nucleation
as the crystallizer temperature decreases. An upper
bound of 6% for the seed load was selected because of
the limited availability of the crystals. The constraints
reported in Table 1 are associated with the character-
istics of the crystallizer (such as temperature and
temperature gradient constraints) and with the avail-
able resources (such as the mass and size distribution
of seed crystals and the duration of experiment). The
reader is referred to the refs 3, 7, 35, and 36 for more
details on the application of MBED to crystallization
processes.

This iterative procedure of MBED, batch experimen-
tal data collection, and parameter estimation is repeated
until the parameters are sufficiently accurate. Because
a significant quantity of informative data is collected
and exploited in each batch experiment, a small number
of experiments is typically sufficient for an accurate
model to be constructed. This model is used to optimize
a characteristic property associated with the product
quality over the temperature profile and seed mass

subject to the operating constraints of the crystalliza-
tion. For this study, the crystal properties that were
optimized were the coefficient of variation (cov) and the
nucleated-to-seed mass ratio. The cov was computed as

xµ2µ0/µ1
2-1, which gives a measure of the spread of

the distribution about the mean. The nucleated-to-seed
mass ratio is defined as the ratio of crystal mass grown
from nucleated crystals to the crystal mass grown from
seed crystals, which can be computed from the moments
model. The operating constraints were associated with
economics (a lower bound on the yield and an upper
bound on the seed mass and duration of crystallization),
the characteristics of the crystallizer (upper and lower
bounds on the temperature and temperature gradient
and a lower bound on the seed mass), and available
materials (the seed distributions that were available),
with the constraints in this study reported in Table 1.
The optimization problem in eq 11 including the model
and operating constraints was solved by applying
sequential quadratic programming to the simulation
code, which was implemented using the sparse solver
LSODES.

6. Results and Discussion

The goal of MBED is to improve the effectiveness of
efforts to construct an accurate model from a minimal
number of experiments. Because no prior knowledge of
the growth and nucleation parameters was available,
the first experiment (experiment 1a in Table 2) followed
the existing procedure. The resulting experimental data
were used to select the supersaturation expression, by
comparing the confidence intervals on the kinetic pa-
rameters obtained in the various models. A hardware
mode (coarse vs fine electronics) in the FBRM was
selected by comparing confidence intervals between the

data from experiments 1a and 1b (see Table 2), which
uses the same experimental conditions as experiment
1a but a different electronics mode. The data from
experiment 1a and the associated kinetic parameter
estimates from the selected model were used to design
the temperature profile and the seed load in experiment
2 using MBED. The data from experiments 1a and 2
were used to select the moment order in the nucleation
expression, with the best model having kinetic param-
eters with an accuracy of 12%. A fourth independent
experiment (experiment E) was used with off-line optical
microscopy to evaluate the accuracy of (i) the FBRM
technique in measuring the low-order moments of the
individual crystals, (ii) the kinetic parameters obtained
using the FBRM data, and (iii) the predictions of the
model obtained using the FBRM data. A final experi-
ment (experiment 3) was conducted using the operating
procedure designed to optimize a crystal product prop-
erty of interest. Table 2 summarizes the operating
conditions for the experiments. Table 3 lists the initial
moments for each experiment calculated by the FBRM
signal immediately after seeding.

6.1. Hardware Mode. The manufacturer documen-
tation for the FBRM instrument indicates that the
coarse electronics mode filters the backscattering light
signal before measuring chords, whereas the fine mode
uses an unfiltered signal that is more likely to measure
the individual crystals within loosely bound aggre-
gates.13 Parameters and their confidence intervals for
experiments 1a and 1b (in which fine and coarse modes,
respectively, were used) are listed in Table 4. The
confidence intervals obtained using the fine electronics
were smaller than those obtained using coarse electron-
ics. The predicted and measured values for the solute
concentration and the low-order moments are reported
for experiment 1a in Figure 3 and for experiment 1b in
Figure 4. For experiment 1a, the predicted values agree
well with the measured values for the first, second, and
third moments, whereas poorer agreement is observed
for the solute concentration and the zeroth and fourth
moments. For experiment 1b, fairly good agreement is
established for the second and third moments, whereas
poor agreement is observed for the solution concentra-
tion and the zeroth, first, and fourth moments. The fine
electronics mode was used in subsequent experiments
because of its smaller confidence intervals and better
tracking of the variables. Selecting the fine mode as the
device setting is consistent with the assumption in the
model that the low-order moments of the CLD are for
the individual crystals in the agglomerates. Further
evaluation of the measurement device is provided in
section 6.5.

min
seed,temperature

(crystal property) (11)

Table 2. Experiments, Seed Loads, Cooling Profiles, and
FBRM Electronics

expt seed level cooling profile
Lasentec FBRM

electronics

1a milled seed, 3% see Figure 9, expt 1a fine
1b milled seed, 3% see Figure 9, expt 1a coarse
2 unmilled seed, 3% see Figure 9, expt 2 fine
E milled seed, 3% see Figure 7 fine
3 milled seed, 6% see Figure 9, expt 3 fine

Table 3. Initial Moments for Experiments 1a, 1b, 2, and 3

expt µ0 µ1 µ2 µ3 µ4

1a 3.35 × 105 8.64 × 106 3.51 × 108 1.92 × 1010 1.33 × 1012

1b 9.63 × 104 4.33 × 106 2.76 × 108 2.32 × 1010 2.42 × 1012

2 1.55 × 105 3.89 × 106 1.58 × 108 8.73 × 109 6.41 × 1011

3 5.70 × 105 1.19 × 107 4.07 × 108 1.91 × 1010 1.14 × 1012
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6.2. Supersaturation Expression. Results from
comparing two sets of nucleation and growth expres-
sions are presented here. Using the data from experi-
ment 1a, the absolute supersaturation gave significantly
smaller prediction intervals than the relative super-
saturation (see Table 4). That the growth rate is a
quadratic function of the absolute supersaturation sug-
gests that diffusion through the liquid phase to the
crystal surface is not the rate-limiting step for growth.39

Although the nucleation exponent is on the small side
(the usually observed range for secondary nucleation is
1-39), other researchers have reported similarly small
values for some crystallization systems.7

6.3. Design of Experiment 2 and Parameter
Estimation Results. Once it was decided to use the
absolute supersaturation expression and the fine elec-
tronics mode for the FBRM instrument, MBED was
used to design the temperature profile and seed load
for the next experiment, experiment 2. MBED produced
a seed load of minimum size (3%, see Table 2). The same
result occurred in a parametric study of an inorganic
system.2 The small seed load leads to a higher super-

saturation over the batch experiment, resulting in an
increase in the nucleation and growth rates, which
produces data that contain more information about the
nucleation and growth kinetics. As shown in Table 5,
experiment 2 resulted in a reduction in the confidence
intervals by a factor of 2.

The predicted and measured solute concentration and
the low-order moments are reported for experiment 1a
in Figure 3 and experiment 2 in Figure 5. For both
experiments, close agreement occurs in the first, second,
and third moments. Experiment 2 exhibits much better
agreement for the solute concentration and fourth
moment than experiment 1a. As the level of accuracy
of 12% in the kinetic parameters was high enough for
the model to be used to optimize the process, resource
and time limitations prevented justifying further ex-
periments for use in modeling.

6.4. Expression for the Nucleation Kinetics. The
estimates for the kinetic parameters are reported in
Table 5 for the case where the alternative nucleation
kinetics expression B ) kbSbµ2 was used. The widths of
the confidence intervals obtained after experiment 2 are

Table 4. Nucleation and Growth Kinetic Parameters and Confidence Intervals for Fine and Coarse Electronics and the
Two Supersaturation Expressions with the B ) kbSbµ3 Nucleation Model

electronics S g ln(kg)a b ln(kb)b

fine S ) C - Csat 2.00 ( 0.45 -6.81 ( 1.28 1.07 ( 0.24 10.63 ( 0.68
(22.5% (18.9% (22% (6.4%

coarse S ) C - Csat 1.37 ( 0.38 -4.41 ( 1.13 1.42 ( 0.46 8.53 ( 1.33
(27% (26% (32% (15%

fine S ) (C - Csat)/Csat 1.09 ( 0.43 1.70 ( 1.02 1.05 ( 0.48 16.61 ( 1.18
(39% (60% (45.7% (7.1%

a Dimensions for kg are (cm/min)(kg of solvent/g of solute)g for absolute supersaturation and cm/min for relative superaturation.
b Dimensions for kb are (number of particles/min‚cm3)(kg of solvent/g of solute)b for absolute supersaturation and (number of particles)/
min‚cm3 for relative superaturation.

Figure 3. Predicted (black) and measured (gray) variables for experiment 1a: (a) solute concentration; (b) zeroth moment, µ0; (c) first
moment (solid), µ1, and second moment (dashed), µ2; (d) third moment (solid), µ3, and fourth moment (dashed), µ4.
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similar to those obtained in the case where the expres-
sion B ) kbSbµ3 was used. These results are consistent
with past studies,4,35 which also found that it was
difficult to distinguish between the two nucleation
models from a limited number of batch experiments.

6.5. Sensor and Model Evaluation and Kinetic
Parameters for the Two-Dimensional Model. An
additional experiment E was conducted in which five
samples were removed from the crystallizer during the
crystallization process, to be examined under the mi-
croscope. This experiment was used to evaluate the
predictive ability of the kinetic models for an operating
procedure very different from that used to fit the kinetic
parameters, as well as to evaluate the level of agree-
ment between low-order moments determined by FBRM
and by off-line optical microscopy.

The samples were quickly filtered and sonicated so
that any aggregates were separated into individual

crystals. Images were taken with a camera connected
to an optical microscope (see Figure 6) and analyzed
with image analysis software to extract the sizes of the
crystals. The number of crystals used to build the
population density function for each of the samples
ranged between 1000 and 3000 crystals. The kinetic
parameters in the two-dimensional crystallization model
were fit to the two-dimensional data to estimate the
kinetic parameters, which are reported in Table 6. The
confidence intervals for the two-dimensional model were
estimated using the Monte Carlo method.15

Except for the nucleation preexponential parameter,
the gray-box model constructed from low-order moments
from the CLD gave kinetic parameters very similar to
those obtained with as the model constructed from two-
dimensional moments measured using off-line optical
microscopy (compare Table 5 with Table 6). It is not
surprising that a second growth coordinate was un-
necessary, as the kinetic growth parameters were not
significantly different along the length and width direc-
tions. This is consistent with direct examination of the
experimental data, where it is observed that the average
aspect ratio varies little during the experiments (1.75
for seed crystals, increasing to 1.85 for the product
crystals). What is more interesting is that the kinetic
parameters determined from low-order moments of the
CLD are very similar to the kinetic parameters deter-
mined from the CSD measured off-line. As discussed in
section 4, the CLD should track the same dynamics as
the CSD, as the theoretical mappings between the two
are static. It is not much of a leap to suggest that this
static relationship is why almost all of the kinetic
parameters obtained from the two methods of particle
size measurement are very similar. A possible cause for
the smaller nucleation preexponential parameter ob-

Figure 4. Predicted (black) and measured (gray) variables for experiment 1b: (a) solute concentration; (b) zeroth moment, µ0; (c) first
moment (solid), µ1, and second moment (dashed), µ2; (d) third moment (solid), µ3, and fourth moment (dashed), µ4.

Table 5. Nucleation and Growth Kinetic Parameters and
Prediction Intervals for Two Experiments for the B )
kbSbµ3 and B ) kbSbµ2 Nucleation Models with Absolute
Supersaturation

expt g ln(kg) B b ln(kb)a

1a 2.00 ( 0.45 -6.81 ( 1.28 B ) kbSbµ3 1.07 ( 0.24 10.63 ( 0.68
(22.5% (18.9% (22% (6.4%

2b 2.00 ( 0.18 -6.93 ( 0.59 B ) kbSbµ3 1.00 ( 0.12 11.25 ( 0.36
(9% (8.5% (12% (3.2%

1a 2.00 ( 0.60 -6.47 ( 1.64 B ) kbSbµ2 1.21 ( 0.61 14.75 ( 1.56
(30% (25.3% (50.4% (11%

2b 2.00 ( 0.22 -6.50 ( 0.67 B ) kbSbµ2 1.21 ( 0.15 14.74 ( 0.42
(11% (10.3% (12.4% (3%

a Dimensions for kg in the B ) kbSbµ2 model are (number of
particles/min‚cm2)(kg of solvent/g of solute)b(104). b The second
experiment was designed with MBED.
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tained from off-line optical microscopy is that the small
temperature fluctuations occurring during sampling
might have been large enough to dissolve small crystals
in the sample, thereby reducing the measured number
of crystals. Another possibility is that the sample
removed from the crystallizer might not have been
representative of the average crystal size distribution
in the crystallizer. Such sampling effects are always an

issue with sampling-based methods for particle size
measurements. These effects can be smaller for in situ
probes that are well placed in the crystallizer.

The predicted and measured solute concentration and
low-order moments for experiment E are reported in
Figure 7. The predicted first, second, and third moments
are quite close to the measured values. Poorer prediction
was observed for the zeroth and fourth moments.
Overall, the prediction of the moments should be
considered as being very good. Obtaining a more ac-
curate prediction of the zeroth moment should not be
expected, considering that this moment is proportional
to the number of crystals and the smallest crystals (less
than ∼0.5 µm) cannot be observed by the FBRM
instrument. Obtaining a more accurate prediction of the
fourth moment should not be expected, given that the
L4 term in its integral magnifies the effects of counting
small numbers of large particles, which can be biased
downward by the FBRM instrument because of the
undercounting of the small numbers of large particles
as only a finite number of particles being counted. The
poor prediction of the solute concentration could be due
to experiment E having a temperature profile that was
very different from the experiments used to fit the
parameters in the model (experiments 1a and 2) or to a
bias or slow drift in the concentration measurements
for that experiment.

The moment ratios measured by FBRM, predicted by
the one-dimensional model, and measured using off-line
optical microscopy are reported in Tables 7 and 8.
Significant differences in some of the variables were
observed immediately after the seed point, with most
of the differences becoming smaller as the crystallization
progressed. The average size from the one-dimensional
model (µ1/µ0) was bounded or nearly bounded for all of

Figure 5. Predicted (black) and measured (gray) variables for experiment 2: (a) solute concentration; (b) zeroth moment, µ0; (c) first
moment (solid), µ1, and second moment (dashed), µ2; (d) third moment (solid), µ3, and fourth moment (dashed), µ4.

Figure 6. Representative microscope image of crystals from
experiment E.

Table 6. Nucleation and Growth Kinetic Parameters for
the Two-Dimensional Model

parameter value
confidence

interval

g1 1.96 ( 0.25 (13%
ln(kg1) -6.47 ( 0.93 (14%
g2 1.95 ( 0.29 (15%
ln(kg2) -6.55 ( 0.96 (15%
b 1.00 ( 0.01 (1%
ln(kb) 9.51 ( 0.53 (6%
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the samples by the average width and length (µ10/µ00
and µ01/µ00) measured by off-line optical microscopy.
Except for the first sample, the average size measured
by FBRM was fairly close to the average length mea-
sured by off-line optical microscopy, and the average size
predicted by the one-dimensional model is fairly close
to the average width measured by off-line optical
microscopy. The weighted lengths and widths share
many similar qualitative trends among the three sets
of moment ratios.

On the basis of the relatively good agreement between
the FBRM data and the CSD measured using off-line

microscopy and the relatively good agreement of the
kinetic parameters, it is likely that there was a cancel-
lation of errors when the FBRM data were used in the
modeling of the loosely bound aggregates. For single
particles, the CLD is shifted downward from the
PSD,19,22,23 in which case the moments of the CLD would
be smaller than the moments of the PSD. For loosely
bound aggregates, the laser beam crosses both indi-
vidual crystals in the aggregate (as it crosses “fingers”
of the aggregates) and multiple crystals when they are
sufficiently stuck together. The chord from the indi-
vidual crystals will typically underestimate the size of
the individual crystals, whereas many of the chords
obtained when crossing multiple crystals will overesti-
mate the size of individual crystals. The effects tend to
compensate each other.

6.6. Considerations on Convergence to a Local
Minimum for All Parameter Estimation Runs. For
each set of parameter estimation calculations, the
gradient vectors of the objective function were computed
and found to be very small (∼10-5-10-7 of the objective

Figure 7. Predicted (black) and measured (gray) variables for experiment E: (a) solute concentration and temperature profile; (b) zeroth
moment, µ0; (c) first moment (solid), µ1, and second moment (dashed), µ2; (d) third moment (solid), µ3, and fourth moment (dashed), µ4.

Table 7. Moment Ratiosa Measured Using FBRM and
Predicted by the One-Dimensional Model

sample µ1/µ0 µ2/µ1 µ3/µ2 µ4/µ3 µ2/µ0 µ3/µ0

Measured Using FBRM
seed point 26.4 43.9 62.5 84.0 1.16 × 103 7.25 × 104

first 26.3 42.5 57.5 72.4 1.12 × 103 6.44 × 104

second 21.2 35.3 48.8 62.1 7.48 × 102 3.65 × 104

third 18.5 31.7 44.8 57.7 5.85 × 102 2.62 × 104

fourth 17.2 30.1 43.0 55.8 5.18 × 102 2.23 × 104

fifth 15.7 28.2 41.3 54.4 4.42 × 102 1.83 × 104

Predicted by the One-Dimensional Model
seed point 26.4 43.9 62.5 84.0 1.16 × 103 7.25 × 104

first 13.2 33.7 57.2 81.4 4.45 × 102 2.55 × 104

second 12.3 29.8 52.7 78.2 3.67 × 102 1.93 × 104

third 11.7 28.0 50.0 75.8 3.28 × 102 1.64 × 104

fourth 12.0 26.9 48.0 73.9 3.22 × 102 1.55 × 104

fifth 11.2 26.1 46.4 72.0 2.93 × 102 1.36 × 104

a The first column is the average crystal length (in µm); the
second, third, and fourth columns are the length-weighted, area-
weighted, and volume-weighted crystal lengths, respectively (in
µm); the fifth column is the average crystal area divided by 9.2
(in µm2); and the sixth column is the average crystal volume
divided by 1.8 (in µm3).

Table 8. Two-Dimensional Moment Ratiosa Measured by
Off-line Optimal Microscopy and Image Analysis

sample µ10/µ00 µ01/µ00 µ20/µ10 µ02/µ01 µ21/µ11 µ11/µ10 µ11/µ01

seed 10.2 11.6 20.8 22.3 26.9 22.6 20.0
first 12.5 20.0 28.5 43.6 49.5 40.5 25.5
second 11.3 18.5 27.0 43.1 47.2 38.5 23.4
third 11.9 19.8 29.0 40.6 54.8 41.0 24.6
fourth 11.0 18.3 28.8 41.9 55.8 39.7 23.8
fifth 11.6 19.5 29.6 37.2 63.0 41.0 24.3

a The first column is the average width, the second column is
the average length, and the remaining columns are average
lengths and widths weighted by various combinations of the length
and width (in µm).
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function value) except for the growth exponent g, whose
gradient was negative for all sets of parameters for
which the growth exponent was equal to its upper bound
(g ) 2). The gradient for the nucleation exponent b was
very small for all sets of parameters, even at its lowest
value of b ) 1. This indicates that dropping the lower
constraint on the nucleation exponent would have a very
small effect on the computed value for b. Within
numerical accuracy, these gradients satisfy the first-
order necessary conditions for the estimated parameters
being located at a (local) minimum.40 The Hessians were
computed for each set of parameters and inserted into
the second-order sufficient conditions,40 which were
satisfied for all sets of parameters.

6.7. Optimization of Crystal Properties. Once the
kinetic parameters were estimated to sufficiently high
accuracy and the model verified in the additional batch
experiment, the model was used to compute a temper-
ature profile and seed load that minimizes the cov, or a
weighted sum of the cov and the nucleated-to-seed mass
ratio. The seed load for the optimized operating proce-
dures was at its maximum allowed value (6%, see Table
2). This result is consistent with past simulation and
experimental studies that found the maximum seed load
to be optimal for a wide range of operating regimes1 and
crystal-solvent combinations (see ref 10 and references
therein).

Temperature profiles were designed for each of the
optimization objectives for a temperature profile con-
sisting of either 16 or 32 linear segments, a maximum
cooling rate of 15 or 20 °C/h, and a maximum heating
rate of 0, 15, or 20 °C/h (see Figure 8). The cov, the
nucleated-to-seed mass ratio, and their sum are re-

ported in Table 9 for the case in which the objective to
be minimized is the cov and for the case in which the
objective to be minimized is the sum of the cov and the
nucleated-to-seed mass ratio. Increasing the linear
segments from 16 to 32 gave a minor improvement in
either objective function. Allowing a positive upper
bound on the temperature gradient did not provide
significant improvement in the objective function values
for either optimization problem. It is conjectured that
short bursts of heating41 would have a greater effect for
crystals having dissolution kinetics that are much faster
than the growth kinetics, as this would provide greater
asymmetry between the effects of heating and cooling.
Also, heating is more likely to provide improved product
quality if the batch time is long, as short batch times
and physical constraints on the heating and cooling
rates can limit the amount of heating that can be carried
out during the batch while satisfying the constraint on
the yield of crystals at the end of the batch.41 Any
improvement provided by heating would have to be
rather significant to justify the increased energy costs.
In contrast, increasing the maximum cooling rate by 5
°C/h (from 15 to 20 °C/h) would not significantly affect
the energy costs and improved the cov and the sum of
cov and nucleated-to-seed mass ratio.

The temperature profile for minimization of the cov
and nucleated-to-seed mass ratio drops more quickly for
the first 50 min than for minimization of cov only,
reducing the mass ratio by 8-14% (as shown in Table
9). The temperature profile for minimization of the cov
was implemented experimentally (see Figure 9). The
temperature was not very well controlled in the crys-
tallizer, which simulates the effect of spatial variations

Figure 8. Temperature profiles calculated to minimize (a) the
cov (covariance) and (b) the sum of the cov and nucleated-to-seed
mass ratio (cov + mr) for the maximum cooling rates of 15 and 20
°C/h.

Table 9. Coefficient of Variation (cov), Nucleated-to-Seed Mass Ratio (mr), and Their Sum from Numerical Simulation
to Minimize (a) cov and (b) the Sum of cov and the Nucleated-to-Seed Mass Ratio (cov + mr) for Varying Number of
Linear Segments, Maximum Rate of Cooling, and Maximum Rate of Heating

temperature gradient (°C/h) minimum cov minimum cov + mrnumber of
segments minimum maximum cov mr cov + mr cov mr cov + mr

16 -15 0 1.151 0.228 1.379 1.161 0.209 1.370
16 -15 15 1.150 0.228 1.378 1.162 0.208 1.370
32 -15 0 1.144 0.232 1.376 1.155 0.209 1.363
32 -15 15 1.144 0.232 1.376 1.154 0.209 1.363
16 -20 0 1.094 0.244 1.338 1.107 0.211 1.318
16 -20 20 1.094 0.244 1.338 1.107 0.211 1.318
32 -20 0 1.088 0.246 1.334 1.104 0.211 1.315
32 -20 20 1.088 0.246 1.334 1.105 0.209 1.314

Figure 9. Temperature profiles for experiment 1a (current
procedure), experiment 2 (experiment designed to maximize the
information content of data), experiment 3 (experiment designed
to minimize cov), and the set-point trajectory for experiment 3.
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and the effects of other disturbances in industrial-scale
crystallizers. Such disturbances motivate the definition
of a modified current procedure, which has the same
temperature profile as experiment 1a, but with twice
the seed load. The motivation behind defining the
modified current procedure is to test whether most of
the improvement in product quality is due to the
increased seed load rather than the improved temper-
ature profile.

Four batch runs were simulated with various tem-
perature profiles and seed loads (see Table 10). The
impact of seed mass on the nucleated-to-seed mass ratio
is profound (compare rows 1 and 2 in Table 10). The
effect of the temperature profile is significant for both
objectives (compare rows 2 and 4 in Table 10). The
modified current procedure has a somewhat larger cov
and a much smaller nucleated-to-seed mass ratio than
the operating procedure designed to minimize the cov.
Hence, most of the benefit of optimization is due to
optimizing the seed load.

The experiment designed to generate data for ac-
curate parameter estimation produced conditions re-

sulting in a very high nucleated-to-seed mass ratio and
cov. This is also not surprising given that the experi-
ment was designed to produce high information content
in the data, which, in this case, meant creating condi-
tions of high supersaturation and nucleation, presum-
ably to provide information on the nucleation kinetics.

6.8. Predictions and Measurements for the Op-
timized Experiment. The predicted and measured
solute concentration and the low-order moments are
reported for the experiment designed by minimizing the
cov (see Figure 10). There is some overprediction of the
solute concentration for the initial half of the crystal-
lization procedure and some underprediction of the
solute concentration for the second half. Good agree-
ment is established for the solute concentration in the
last half of the run and the first, second, and third
moments for the entire run. The agreement is poorer
for the zeroth and fourth moments, which is not
surprising, as discussed previously.

7. Conclusions

Model-based experimental design and parameter
estimation, coupled with in situ infrared and laser
backscattering instrumentation, was applied to the
cooling crystallization of a drug compound to construct
a model for use in the design of an optimal operating
procedure. After two batch experiments, the method
improved the confidence levels of the nucleation and
growth rate parameters by 2-3 times to a precision of
<12%. Modeling issues involving the selection of the
expressions for the supersaturation and nucleation rate,
as well as the electronics mode in the FBRM instru-
ment, were explored. The absolute supersaturation
expression gave smaller confidence intervals on the

Table 10. Computed Coefficient of Variation (cov) and
Nucleated-to-Seed Mass Ratio (mr) for the Current
Procedure, the Modified Current Procedure (Same
Temperature Profile, Double the Amount of Seed), the
Designed Experiment for Parameter Estimation, and the
Optimized Experiment That Minimizes cova

experiment cov mr

current procedure (Table 2, expt 1a) 1.24 0.61
modified current procedure 1.23 0.26
designed experiment (Table 2, expt 2) 1.36 0.94
minimize cov (Table 2, expt 3) 1.16 0.38
a The seed load was 3% for experiments 1a and 2 and 6% for

experiment 3 and the modified current procedure.

Figure 10. Predicted (black) and measured (gray) variables for experiment 3: (a) solute concentration; (b) zeroth moment, µ0; (c) first
moment (solid), µ1, and second moment (dashed), µ2; (d) third moment (solid), µ3, and fourth moment (dashed), µ4.
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parameters than relative supersaturation, and the “fine”
electronics mode in the FBRM gave smaller confidence
intervals than the “coarse” mode. Choice of the nucle-
ation rate expression did not significantly influence the
size of the confidence intervals. The model produced
acceptable predictions in an independent evaluation
experiment, where it was found that almost all of the
kinetic parameters were close to parameters identified
using off-line particle size measurement. These param-
eters were used to optimize the crystallization process
by maximizing crystal growth and minimizing a mea-
sure of the width of the particle size distribution (the
coefficient of variation).
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Appendix

The diagram for the overall procedure along with the
software that was used at each step is shown in Figure
11. The FORTRAN codes are available on the Internet.42

The codes are as follows: (i) dim1.f/dim2.f simulates a
1D/2D batch crystallizer, (ii) param.f/param2.f estimates
the nucleation and growth kinetic parameters for a 1D/
2D batch crystallizer, (iii) conf.f/conf2.f computes the
confidence intervals on the nucleation and growth
kinetic parameters, (iv) optexp.f/optexp2.f computes the
model-based experimental design, and (v) optcon.f/
optcon2.f computes the operating procedure for a prod-
uct with optimized properties.

There are PC and Sun versions of the FORTRAN
codes, which use the IMSL libraries. For inferential
modeling, the Robust Chemometrics Toolbox was used
and is available to restricted parties. The software that
came with the FBRM instrument was used to measure
the CLD. The chord length number distribution was
used, which collects the number of chords measured into

250 channels with measurements from 0.5 to 500 µm.
Numerical integration (summation) was used to calcu-
late the moments from the FBRM data

where F(Lk+1,t) is the number of particles with chord
lengths up to Lk+1 per unit mass solvent at a point in
time t, L0 is the smallest chord length, and LN is the
largest chord length.
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